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1. Introduction
The character of household expenditures varies regionally
throughout Japan, which is important for policy makers to
consider when allocating funds. The model of industrial
localization proposed by Krugman is one of the representative
studies in economic geography [1]. Studies of characteristics of
regional economies in Japan can be improved by data including
the national census[2].
However, there are two main problems in the national census
of Japan: it is only conducted once every five years, and it is very
costly. As a complement to the national census, this paper aims
to identify the characteristics of regional economies through the
analysis of data from approximately 200,000 families. The data
was obtained from the user logs of Cocomane[3], a Japanese web
service for managing household accounts.
In this study, the prefecture of residence is chosen as the
regional variable. For the categories of expenditures, we have
focused on transportation expenditures and heating and lighting
expenditures, which are expected to best reflect the regional
condition.

2. Material and Method
The data from Cocomane consists of mainly two parts: the
data about the user families and the data of household accounts.
For the attribute of the Cocomane users, the prefecture of
residence is used for analysis. The data of household accounts
contains records from February 2009 to April 2012. From each
record, user ID, date, item name and price are used as variables.
In Cocomane, users categorize the purchased items according
to their own classification. “Food expenses,” “daily necessities”
and “hobby” are examples of frequently observed categories. In
this study, we have automatically extracted transportation
expenditures and heating and lighting expenditures using the
following keywords: “traffic,” “car,” “fuel,” “heat and light,”
“electricity,” “gas” and “water”. Since water bills are included in
the category “heating and lighting expenditures” by many users,
we also followed this classification.
After extracting records from household accounts, the amount
of monthly expenditure in each category is aggregated. Then, the
average monthly expenditure of each family is calculated. Finally,
the average monthly expenditure in each prefecture is calculated,
resulting in the statistic showing the characteristics of the
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prefecture.
However, there are some problems in the household account
data. First, the classification by each user is sometimes unsuitable
for analysis in this paper. For example, one user categorized the
cost for purchasing a car as “transportation expenditures.” Also,
not all users are keeping transportation expenditures or heating
and lighting expenditures in their household accounts.
To exclude these cases, records where the price exceeds a
threshold 200,000 yen, set in advance, are excluded. On
calculating the average monthly expenditures of each prefecture,
families which do not keep expenditures in each category are
excluded. Since these processes do not still exclude all irregular
values, the upper 5% and the lower 5% families in each
prefecture are excluded as outlying values.
In addition, relationship between heating and lighting
expenditures and temperature is examined. From data published
by Japan Meteorological Agency[4], monthly average
temperature of a specified month in a city can be obtained. In this
paper, temperature of prefectural capital is used as the
representative value for each prefecture. Then, these data are
connected to the average monthly expenditures of a certain
month in each prefecture. Pairs of temperature and expenditure
are plotted on a graph.

3．Result
3.1 Transportation Expenditures
The average monthly transportation expenditure of each
prefecture is visualized in Figure 1. As shown in the map,
monthly transportation expenditure in Tokyo, Osaka and Kyoto
are particularly smaller than other prefectures. This map indicates
that traffic expenditures in urban areas are smaller than that in the
non-urban areas.

Fig. 1 Average monthly transportation expenditure in each
prefecture (created by the author)
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3.2
3 Heating and Lighting Expenditu
ures
The relationsship between monthly
m
averag
ge temperature in a
prefecture
p
and average montthly expenditure for heatingg and
lighting is show
wn in Figure 2. The
T curved linee on the graph iis the
trrendline, approoximated by a quadratic
q
functio
on.
The graph shhows that in low
w temperature, heating and ligghting
expenditures
e
inncrease as it gets
g
colder. In
n high temperaature,
expenditures
e
inncrease as it geets hotter, but not as much aas the
in
ncrease in low
w temperature. According
A
to the
t equation off the
trrendline, heatinng and lightingg expenditures become smalleest in
23.87
2
°C.
Also, the average monthly expenditure
e
for heating and ligghting
th
hroughout the year is calcculated for eacch prefecture. The
correlation
c
coeffficient between expenditure and annual aveerage
temperature in each prefecturre is -0.601, which
w
indicatess that
annual
a
heating and lighting expenditures get
g larger in ccolder
regions.
r
In summer, iit takes more cost
c
for cooling in hotter reggions,
while
w
in winter,, it takes more cost for heatin
ng in colder reggions.
The
T result of aanalysis in this paper suggestts that the effeect of
heating
h
cost in winter is significantly strongeer than coolingg cost
in
n summer.

5. Conclusion
C
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popu
ulated areas. Po
ossible explanaation for this is that people do
d
not have
h
to move faar away in theirr daily activitiess.
Fo
or heating and
d lighting exppenditures, dataa from national
censsus also indicaates that total annual expend
ditures in coldeer
prefe
fectures are larg
ger than those inn hotter prefectu
ures. To validate
the result
r
of analysis in this studdy, annual heatting and lightinng
expeenditures calcu
ulated from thee analysis and
d data from thhe
natio
onal census aree compared. C
Correlation coeffficient is 0.6422,
whicch shows the vaalidity of the annalysis.
Fiinally, we will discuss how thhese results in two categories of
o
expeenditures can be used in policcy making. Firsst, transportatioon
expeenditures of households can bbe used as a good
g
evidence to
t
decide the allocaation of fundding in publicc transportatioon
deveelopment.
It is expected that the ben
nefit of public
transsportation for each
e
family woould be larger in regions witth
largee transportation
n expenditures.
Seecond, the resu
ult in heating an
and lighting exp
penditures offers
significant implication in energy conservation. Heating cost in
i
wintter consists greater part in ann
nnual expenditu
ures than coolinng
cost in summer. When
W
we assuume that expeenditures reflect
enerrgy consumption, improvem
ment of energy
y efficiency in
i
heating is the key to
o reduce annuall energy consum
mption.
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Fig.
F
2 The rellationship betw
ween temperatu
ure and heatingg and
lighting expenditures (created by
b the author)

In
n this paper, household
h
accoounts of Coco
omane users arre
analy
yzed to identify
y the characteriistics of prefectural economiees.
Firstt, transportation
n expenditures in urban areas are smaller thaan
those in non-urban areas. This cann be explained from populatioon
denssity. Second, heeating in low ttemperature hass more effect on
o
heating and ligh
hting expendittures than co
ooling in higgh
temp
perature. As a result,
r
the annuual cost in cold regions is largeer
than
n hot regions.
Fiinally, the ressult of analyssis for heatin
ng and lightinng
expeenditures is compared with ddata from the national censuus.
Sign
nificant correlattion between thhem proves thee validity of thhe
analy
ysis. This sug
ggests that anaalysis of houssehold accountts,
whicch costs little and reflects thhe real time condition
c
of thhe
econ
nomy, can be a useful complem
ment to the national census.
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4．Discussio
4
on
The result shoows that transpportation expend
ditures in non-uurban
areas
a
are larger than those in urban
u
areas. We will try to exxplain
th
his by populatioon density.
In a model where populaation is distribu
uted in latticee, the
relationship
r
bettween populatioon density d an
nd lattice distaance l
can
c be expressed by the follow
wing equation:
1
√
In this papeer, population density d of each prefectuure is
obtained
o
from
m data publishhed by Geosspatial Inform
mation
Authority
A
of Jaapan[5], and laattice distance l is calculated.. The
correlation
c
coeffficient betweenn l and transportation expendiitures
is 0.429, which indicates that the cost becom
mes lower in den
ensely

In
n obtaining datta from Cocom
mane, this stud
dy is assisted by
b
Kitsu
uregawa Projecct(FIRST).
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